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INTRODUCTION 
The interaction of l.ight xvith the electrons of a nub-
stance determines the optical properties' of that substance, 
and quantitative measurements of hew vuixch light a substance 
reflects5 transmits, and absorbs can be used as tools for 
learning about the electronic structure of the substance. 
The observed quantities (reflectivity, transmissivity, 
and absorptivity) are related to the electronic structure of 
a material through tiie optical constants ••• n, the complex 
Index of refraction, or "e, the complex dielectric constant. 
These two quantities usually are written as functions of the 
frequency of light. They determine the observable quantities 
and ; in tuirn, are determined by the electronic structure of 
the sub s t anc e. 
The general procedure in optical studies is to measure 
some observable quantities and to calculate the optical con­
stants from these. From the spectrum of the optical constants 
one then tries to make deductions about the electronic states 
in the material. Obtaining the raw data and calculating the 
optical constants are usually quite straightforward in prin­
ciple, although in many instances small errors in the measure­
ments can cause large errors in the calculated optical con-
2 
stantsj and It is difficult to obtain the desired accuracy in 
the mc^snring process. Interpretation, of the fopvi of the 
optical constants in terms of the electronic states is often 
difficult a,id tentative. ' Kew theoretical treatments of 
electronic states in solids are still being developed. 
Two Such treatioents v?ere presented by Frcnicel in 1931 and 
by' Wannier in 1937. The states described by IJaanier and by 
Freiikel have co^ie to be recognised as e^rtreae descriptions of 
one entity, the exciton. Excitons are important in determin­
ing tlie optical properties of many solids. In silver chloride, 
an exciton state is responsible for a strong optical absorp--' 
tion peak at 5.13 eV. This work exarainss the magnitude of 
this exciton absorption band. • -
REVIEW OF LITERATURE C 
Outline of the Theory of Optical Properties 
The propagation of light through a material is described 
in terms of its optical constants by Maxwell's equations(in 
Gaussian units, as used by Jackson (1)): 
V'5 = 4np, (1) 
V'F = 0, (2) 
(3) 
, YxH = 1 ^ + ÈE T, (4) 
c dt c 
and the auxiliary equations 
J"= oF, (5) 
er, (6) 
and F = mH. (7) 
Here F is the electric field, 
F is the displacement, 
F is the magnetic induction, 
H is the magnetic field, 
j'is the current density, 
p is the charge density, 
dielectric constant^ 
p, is the permeability. 
cr is the conductivity, and 
c is the speed of ligl'it in a vacuum. 
Insofar as these quantities describe real, measurable 
entities 5 they must be real (not complex) niiniberc. In 
describing light propagation, however, it Is conveniovt to 
write these quantities as complex numbers and to associate 
the real part of the complex number with the physical entity. 
For an isotropic (e and n are scalars) nonmagnetic (|i -
1) medium containing no source (J - 0 and p - 0), it is con­
venient to describe the propagation of light in terras of plane 
maves in which the electric field is represented by the real 
part of 
ËCfjt) Eq expti (Ic'r' - Wt)]. (8) 
(The tilde above a s\Tnbol denotes a cocaplex quantity.) 
The wave vector is k'. The real part of H is perpendicu­
lar to planes of constant phase, and the imaginary part of Tc 
is perpendicular to planes of constant amplitude of the elec­
tric field. 
Useful quantities in this formalism are the real index of 
refraction n. the (real) extinction coefficient Ic, the complex 
index of refraction n = n + ik, the complex dielectric con­
stant e = 4- ie2, where and G2 are referred to simply as 
the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant, and 
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the absorption coefficient n is defined by n - and g? 
is defined by X (x) - I^e' , where I(k) is the light intensity 
at a point in the medium a distance x from the surface and 
is the light Intensity at the surface. 
Of course, all these quantities are different for differ­
ent substances ^ and all are functions of the frequency of the 
light. Strictly speakingj all these quantities si'iould also 
depend on. k. In most optical phenomena, however, the depend­
ence on ]z is insignificant, and the ^-dependence is ignored, 
as it will be throughout this work. 
Equation 8 satisfies Maxwell's equations if 
k'E^ ~ 0 (9) 
(i.e., the wave is transverse) and 
c^k'l<; ~ (w) . (10) 
(This is the dispersion relation.) 
A knowledge of the electron states in the solid is, in 
principle, sufficient to calculate the function %(w). 
Of course, the electron states are not known in detail 
for a real solid; in this instance, one can write a useful 
expression for G(w) in terms of momentum matrix elements 
between electron states, and, even though the exact fom of 
the state functions may be unknown, it is often possible to 
deduce some information about the matrix elements from 
knowledge of the general nature of the state functions. For 
example, some matrix elements can immediately be called zero 
because of the symmetry properties of the electron states. 
Ehrenreich and Cohen (2) give an expression for e (to)for 
interband transitions: 
G2(w)= ^ J dK[fo(E(k,i)) - fo(E(k"j))3 % 
i^j (11) 
«(E(irj)-E (i^,i)-w 
and 
ei(w)= 1 + -f— \ - P fdF fo(E(k,i)) (12) 
2rrm Z.—. rr J 
i^j 
where fj^ = ^ <^j| P|ïci><%| ?1 , (13) 
k is the wave vector of an electron state, 
tOji = 1/fi (E(E',j)-E(i?,i)), (14) 
F is an electron momentum operator, 
fo is the distribution function, 
m is the electron mass, 
i and j are band indexes, and 
P specifies that the principal part of the integral 
shall be taken. 
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The distribution function is formally the Fer-ui-Dirac 
distribution function:' 
exp[(E-ep)/kï]fl 
Èp is e.;.i energy characteristic of the systesn in question, k iu 
BoltziiK^ni.i's constant 5 and T is t^)e abcol-utc temperature. In an 
insulator snch ao silver chlorido, there are no state.;-] i-ear 
the Fermi energy Cp, and all tlie states have an occupation 
niTmber of either 0 or 1. This means that con be written 
2 V 
s- > 
?Tf:r, / . !î! 
(3'i } { die —b "W) ,, ( 15} 
2na ,
i J 
where j runs over all empty banda and i runs over full bandc;. 
The quantity f^-; is the oscillator strength of t:he trans­
ition between the states with quantum nninbers i and j . 
If a. transition gives rice to an isolated peak in the 
absorption coefficient, then the oscillator strength of the 
transition can be found from the area under the peak in a 
graph of absorption coefficient a' versus energy E (3, p. 63) 
f = —gmç Ja dE. (16) 
Here f is the oscillator strength, n is the real 
part of the index of refraction, m is the electron rest 
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mass, c is tLa speed of light, h is Planck's constant divided 
by 2^, and K is the n-uïïiber of oscillatory par unit volume. 
If the absorption peak overlaps other absorption peaks^ 
this equation cannot be used. 
The expression, for c, Equations 11 and 12, can easily be 
changed to include exciton states, in addition to the one-
electron excited states^ merely by extending the integration-
sum to include cfa an turn numbers describing the exciton states. 
(Exciton states will be described later.) 
Equation 6 can satisfy Maxeell^s equations without satis­
fying Equations 9 and 10 if 
ï< X ÈQ =-- 0 (17) 
(the wave is longitudinal) and 
e = 0. (18) 
e is never zero in a real medium because th?re is always 
some absorption, and G2 therefore must be greater than zero 
(©2 gives the rate at which light is absorbed in a medium). 
However, there is generally a minimum in joj associated 
with every strong absorption peak, the minimum occurring at 
a frequency higher than the frequency of absorption. Often, 
longitudinal waves can propagate at the frequency of the mini­
mum in jfij. Although light cannot couple directly to longi­
tudinal v?aves, coupling can occur through an induced surface 
charge if light is incident obliquely on a surface and has a 
component of the electric field perpendicular to the surface. 
This indirect coupling can often be observed as an absorption 
peak that increases as the angle of incidence of light on a 
thin film increases. The frequency of the longitudinal mode 
can then be observed as the frequency of a peak in a graph of 
Im(l/'e) vs. (w (see Appendix) and as a dip in the transmissi-
vity vs. w curve. 
Optical constants can be determined by several kinds of 
measurements. In one method, Kramers-Kronig analysis is used 
to calculate the phase change of reflected light from the 
reflectivity measured over a large wavelength range, and the 
optical constants are then calculated from the reflectivity 
and the phase change (see Stern (4)). With this method it is 
often not possible to measure the reflectivity over a suffi­
ciently large wavelength range, and often the calculation of 
the phase change is quite sensitive to the form of an extrap­
olation of the reflectivity curve. The extrapolation can be 
especially difficult if there is much structure in the 
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reflectivity curve, as in the work of White and Straley (5). 
A method that requires measurement of two quantities (at 
each wavelength) for the calculation of the optical constants 
is ellipsometry. This method, however, is very sensitive to 
the condition of the sample's surface. 
There is another method in which two measurements are 
needed for each wavelength. Two different measurements of 
the reflectivity or transmissivity (two of either one or one 
of each) are sufficient to determine the optical constants at 
each wavelength. Of course the thickness of the sample is 
limited in some transmissivity measurements, and for strongly 
absorbing substances, the sample must be a thin film deposited 
on a transparent substrate. 
All these methods are to some degree sensitive to the 
condition of the sample's surface. Any mechanical polishing 
procedure can introduce strains near the surface of a sample. 
It is very difficult to produce a smooth surface on a sample 
or on a substrate for an evaporated film sample, especially 
for use with ultraviolet light. 
Because of the difficulty in preparing a good surface on 
a bulk sample of AgCl or on a substrate, it was decided to 
use thin films for both the sample and the substrate, as done 
by Bachrach and Brown (6). (The substrate is described later.) 
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Calculation of Optical Constants 
For a single film, the reflectivity R and trano^iiissivity 
T (the fractions of incident light intensity reflected and 
transmitted by the fi.ho) axe given by explicit functions of 
n, the complex refractive index, with the film thickness^ the 
light wavelength in. vacuum, the degree of polarization of the 
light) and the angle of incidence treated as knovm parameters. 
For a double film, the complex refractive index of the second 
fJ.lïDj or substrate J is also treated as a known parameter, and 
the variable of in.terest is the complex refractive index of 
the first film. (The equations are given by Heavens (7) and 
are listed in the Appendix.) It is not possible to solve the 
equations and express n as a function of the observable quan­
tities V7here an observable quantity is either R or Ï at any 
angle of incidence. 
In principle, any two observable quantities are suffi­
cient to determine n. If one observable quantity is speci­
fied, n is restricted to lie on a curve or set of curves in 
the complex n plane. These curves change smoothly as the 
angle of incidence is changed and are very different for R 
and T. A sirjple way to determine n would be to generate a 
set of constant-observable curves in the n plane for each of 
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two observables and overlay the two sets of curves. Any poin 
where the two curves cross would be a mathematical solution 
for n. 
In practice^ it would not be reasonable to choose as the 
pair of observables either R at two slightly different ci.ng,les 
of incidence or T at two slightly different angles of inci­
dence j because the two sets of curves would tlien be oyj.y 
slightly different and would be nearly tangent at their point 
of intersection^ so there could be considerable error in 
determining n. Reasonable choices for the pair of observ­
ables would be R at two widely separated angles of Incidence, 
T at two widely separated angles of incidence^ or one R and 
one T, each at any .angle of incidence. This graphical method 
of finding n may not be extremely accurate or elegant, but it 
makes the general behavior of the equations obvious. In 
particular, miltiple solutions and points that are almost 
solutions (within experimental error) are easily seen. 
There is a straightforward iterative numerical scheme 
for finding n for given values of a pair of observables: 
Let n.^ - nj_ + ik^ be the value of n in the i--th itera­
tion, where n and k are the real and imaginary parts of the 
complex refractive index, and let aj[ and bj be the values of 
the observables calculated from n^ and ki: 
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a-; F (19) 
and 
bi = C #0) 
Here F and G are the \Joll-kaown functions ' that give the 
observable quantities in t^rms of the complex refractive 
index and the otl;.er parameters that are held constant. Thus 
F and G way differ in. either or both of two \vay-e; If one 
observable is R and the other is T, P and G will be of very 
different forms; if the tv;o angles of incidence for the two 
observations are different, then the parameters in F and G 
will be different although F and G may be of the saroe general 
form. 
If ag and bo are the Kieasxrred values of a and b, then 
the desired solution is the values n^ and Icq that satisfy 
B.O == F (no5ko) and b© =" G (ng^ko). (21) 
If n-i is close to a good approximation is provided 
by the first-order terms of the Taylor's series expansion 
about n.j[_t 
So = F(ni,ki) (no~n^) F^^n^/k^) -1- (kg-k^) F2(n^,k^) (22) 
and similarly for b^. (Subscript j on a function name denote 
the derivative of the function with respect to the jth vari­
able.) 
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By using 6 aj; = - ai, 6nj[ = n^ - n^, etc., we have 
Gai = FiGni + F25ki (23) 
= G^Gnj 4- G26ki . (24) 
These equations can obviously be solved for and 
and then we can write n^^^ = n^ Gn^^ and = kj -I- ôk^. If 
the Taylor's series expansions were exact, we would have 
Bi+l " n'o; if they are not exact, but are good approximations, 
then no is closer to n^+i than to n^^. 
The procedure is therefore; 
1. Guess some value n as an approximation to Uq. 
2 .  Calculate a and b corresponding to n: 
a = F(n,k), (25) 
b = G(n,k) . (26) 
3. If both 6a = a^ - a and &b = b^ - b are within the 
desired limits, use the current value of n as the solution Sq. 
Typically, the limits for 6a and ôb will be about the same as 
the probable error in measuring the observable quantities. 
4. If either 5a or 6b is not within the desired limit, 
evaluate the four derivative functions at the current value 
of n, and calculate 
15 
Ô Vi 
fillQ. 
6 le " 
6a F2(n)k) 
'5 b GpCn.k) 
E5_(xi.,k) F2 (n-k) 
Gi(w,k) G2(a,k) 
Fi(n)k) &a 
, Gi(u>k) Gb 
Fï(n,k) F2(n,k)j 
G] Oi.k) G2(u.k)t 
(27) 
(28) 
5. Change tho values of n an.d k to the tîninbars ri S-a 
and k -1- respectively, and go back to step 2, 
Often there is more than one mathematical solution for 
Dg. If the initial guess is much closer to one solution than 
to any other> this iteration scheme will yield that closest 
solution. If there is no solution for the given values of 
the observables, the iteration scheme will usually approach 
a point that is almost a solution (in the sense that the two 
constant-observable. curves come close together) and will then 
diverge and behave very erratically, corresponding to the 
value of the determinant of the coefficients in Equations 23 
and 24 approaching zero. 
After n is known, "e, &, and Im(l/e) are calculated 
trivially. 
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Theory of Excitoas 
In the simplest terms, there arc two approaches to 
exclton theory, both representing extreme cases. The develop-
inent of ex ci ton theory can be followed through the literature 
(8-31). 
In Wannier'B treatment (8), the effect of the periodic 
lattice potential mostly is ignored. The exciton is a state 
in which a conduction electron with effective mass and a 
valence hole with effective macs interact to form an entity 
lilce a hydrogen atom with energy levels 
4 
_ _ ^^*^6 
(iiig-lip.].. ) 2)Y~ ir-n^' 
where q is the real dielectric constant of the medium and n is 
any positive integer. The electron-hole pair moves through 
the lattice with wave vector K'. Assuming the simplest foni) 
for the translational energy of the exciton, its total energy 
(above the ground state energy) is 
Eg + ry-TT ^ 
2 (mg+mb)2h^e^n 
where Eg is the energy gap for electronic interband transi­
tions . 
In this treatment, the lattice potential has only 
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indirect effects; it determines Eg, nig, e, and the rela­
tion between Tc' and the translational energy of the exciton. 
There are no other effects due to individual atoms or ions. 
The quantum numbers specifying this state are the usual hydro­
gen atom quantum numbers and K. 
In another simple approach, that of Frenkel (9-11), an 
exciton is one of the crystal's ions in an excited electronic 
state. That is, an electron leaves a normally filled state of 
an ion and occupies a normally empty state of that same ion. 
Since the crystal has translational symmetry, this excited 
state cannot be assigned to any one particular atom. The wave 
function of the exciton state is a linear combination of 
excited state wave functions for all the ions (of the same 
type) throughout the crystal, each multiplied by a phase 
factor: 
KK) = 0(^) , (30) 
all ions " " 
where 0(R^) is the excited state wave function for the ion at 
R^. Thus, again a wave vector K'is one of the quantum num­
bers, the others being those that specify the state of the 
excited ion. 
The Wannier treatment applies if the orbits of the exci­
tons are large compared with the lattice constant, and the 
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Frenkel treatment applies^ if the orbits of the excitons do 
not overlap the neighboring atoms. The Wannier treatment has 
been used with considerable success to describe observations 
of covalent solids, notably Cu^O (14, p. 52). The criterion 
for the Frenkel exciton is not met even in the ideal case of 
solid argon (14, p. 34). 
The treatment appropriate for ionic solids such as silver 
chloride is an extension of the Frenkel model, in which the 
excited electron can occupy states of ions other than the ion 
from which the electron came. The wave function for such a 
state might be written as the antisymmetrized product of one 
electron functions: 
(ï'2) ' ' ' 0ngj %) " -
0O%(%). (31) 
Here M is the number of cells in the lattice, and N is the 
number of electrons in the highest filled band. Transitions 
involving electrons from the lower bands are more energetic, 
and Only the lowest energy excitations are considered here. 
Therefore, the electrons in the bands lower than the highest 
filled band are considered part of a rigid ion core. Since N 
may be larger than M, the indexes may be repeated in the 
product wave function. 
(Ri,Rj ,m) represents a state in which the cell at ¥j[ 
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has lost, an electron and the cell at iy has gained an elec­
tron that occupies the state labeled m: the function 0 p'. (5 
Ox 
has been replaced Iry j (r-j ) in the product. Obviously. 
R! = Ê.j - Rj is a significant quantity in describing this 
s t a t e ,  a n d  t h e  w a v e  f u n c t i o n  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s  ( K . . ï î ; )  .  
This expression represents K degenerate states flince^ 
because of the translational symmetry, all M of these states 
with different values of j are equivalent (ignoring surffice 
effects). 
The proper \vava functions are linear combinations of 
these degenerate ones, ^ ^th the coefficients being phase 
factors depending on a wave-vector quantum number, as is 
usual in periodic potential problems: 
1 jE'-iq 
j(RjKjiï!) = —,/ e ' ij'(J:U-U jR.j jHi) . (32 
y M J 
The true Frenkel exciton is one in v?hicb. P.' -- 0 and the 
quantum number set rn specifies an atomic orbital of the ion 
that supplied the electron rather than an orbital of another 
ion in the same cell. This type of exciton probably cannot 
exist in AgCl since free Cl ions (the highest filled levels 
are chloride 3p states) have no bound excited states (31, p. 
59). 
This extension of Frenkel's theory allovjs, for example, 
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an electron to be transferred from a chloride ion to a 
nearest-neighbor silver ion. in silver chloride. Such a state 
is degenerate since there are six equivalent nearest neighbor 
silver ions. This indicates that R' is not an acceptable quan­
tum number and that a proper description of these "electron 
transfer" excitons demands forming linear combinations of 
states with different values of 
Further, the presence of the hole must affect the elec­
tronic states on the nearby ions, and the wave function of 
the excited electron will not be just a single atomic orbital 
or a combination of equivalent orbitals on symmetric sites. 
Rather, it will be necessary to describe the state of the 
excited electron as a linear combination of the orbitals as 
they would appear with no hole nearby. This introduces 
further mixing of the F states in addition to that due to 
symmetry (as mentioned previously) and also possible mixing 
of the several orbitals on each site: if(u,K^v) = 
ZZZZc @(R',T,m) is the form of the new wave function. 
E,m u,is.,v,in 
These wave functions are generally considered in two 
categories, represented by the electron transfer model and 
the excitation model. In the electron transfer model, the 
electron state is described mainly by wave functions of ions 
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othei: than the ion occupied by the hole. In the excitation 
model, tho electron v?a;ve function is either a conibiiir.tion of 
atomic orbitals of the ion with the hol$ or some other wave 
function dependent primarily on the nature of the ion with 
the hole. 
As has already been stated, haliee ions have no bound 
excited states, so the excitation model cannot be applied to 
halide ions withont some other effects being considered. 
Dexter (15) adds the Madelung potential to help foxm a bound 
state centered at an excited halogen ion. 
Probably any real cxcitoji state will be a mixture of the 
tv?o types represented by the excitation and election transfer 
models. Articles by Kno% and Inchauspe (16) and by Dezter 
(15) include some comments on the differences and applicabil­
ities of these approaches. 
Overhauser (17) has done calculations to predict exciton 
fine structure observed at low temperatures (18-21). Apker 
and Taft (22-24) and Hebb (25) have given evidence of the 
mobility of excitons. Elliott (26) and Dexter (27) have cal­
culated expected oscillator strengths of exciton transitions 
in a few substances. 
There are direct and indirect excitons analogous to 
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direct and indirect interband transitions. Direct excitons 
have the saae momentum as the photon that excited the state 
(this momentum is about %ero), and indirect excitons have the 
additional mo^antam of a ];)hcnon. Because the creation of 
indirect e>rcit03is invo].ves the participation of an extra 
particle J the phonon, the absorption peaks (or sbouldcrt) are 
ïouch smaller for indirect excitons than for direct excitons. 
A sample thick enough to allow observation of indirect exciton 
absorption peaks is opaque in the region of direct cxciton 
absorption peaks. 
. Exciton states exhibit splitting of transverse and long­
itudinal modes, as calculated by Hopfield and Thomas (28) 
and by Heller and Marens (29)^ and observed by Ejiri (30). 
According to Knox (14) the longitudinal mode is raised in 
energy by (8^/3) IP' I and the transverse mode is lowered in 
i 
energy by (4n/3)|^eQj^) where = ,/^e (r^Y 0e(r)dr 
and 0g and 0q are the excited-state and ground-state atomic 
orbital wave functions. The difference in the energies of 
the two modes can be written in terms of the oscillator 
strength as given by Knox (14, p. 118) 
^eO h' ^oe ^eo> (-"S) 
where r^Q ~ and the oscillator strength can then be 
23 
expressed at! 
(34) 
where AE is the energy difference between the transverse and 
longitudinal modes^ E 
K is the density of unit cells in the lattice (i.e., the 
inverse of the volume of a unit cell) quation 34 can he 
used to determine the oscillator strength of an exciton trans-
ition. 
Direct excitons have been, observed in AgCl by Fesefeldt 
and Gyulai (results given in (32)), Okainoto (33), ïutihasi 
(34); Mil lima n (results given in (33)), VJhite and Straley (5), 
Aust (35)5 and Hartman and Merrill (36). The tail of the 
absorption edge has been studied by Brothers and Lynch (37) 
and by Brown et al. (38); they attributed observed structure 
to indirect excitons. This Interpretation is consistent with 
band structure calculations by Bassani et aA. (39) and by 
Scop (40) 5 which indicate, that both direct and indirect 
excitons could exist (see Figure 1). 
In this work the direct excitons in AgCl are of primary 
interest. There is considerable disagreement about the 
In Suimiary 
Flgt,\re 1, Calculated band structure of AgCl, Solid lines, 
Bassani et al. (39); dashed lines, Scop (40). 
Bassani adjusted the potentials so that the 
indirect band gap (3.22 eV) agreed with experi­
ment, \vhile Scop required that the direct band 
gap agree with the experimental band gap not 
corrected for exciton binding energy (5.13 eV). 
In either case the shapes of the bands are very 
insensitive to the choice of band . In this 
figure the two band structures were inade to 
agree at [ -j. 
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strength of the absorption peak of the first direct exciton 
(and even about whether such a state exists (41)). The goal 
of this work is to make a determination of the oscillator 
strength of the first direct exciton and also to see whether 
there are other higher energy absorption peaks that would 
indicate exciton states involving more widely separated 
energy bands. The work of White and Straley (5) indicated 
that higher energy excitons might be observed. 
The method selected for this work was to make both re­
flectivity and transmissivity measurements at several angles 
of incidence, so there could be several independent calcula­
tions of the optical constants to check for consistency. 
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EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
The general equipment layout and light path are shown in 
Figure 2. For clarity, many details are omitted. The per­
tinent omissions will be mentioned later. 
An unusual aspect of this work was the use of an elec­
tron storage ring^ as a light source. The storage ring is a 
device similar to an accelerator (such as a synchrotron) 
except that it maintains a beam of particles, electrons in 
this instance, in an orbit at some constant energy. In this 
storage ring the electron energy could be varied up to 250 
MeV. As the electrons move along their orbit at a nearly 
constant speed, they are accelerated inward toward the center 
of their roughly circular path, and they therefore emit elec­
tromagnetic radiation called synchrotron radiation. The 
radiation is emitted approximately tangent to the electron 
orbit. Figure 3 shows the calculated distribution of the 
two polarization components of.the synchrotron radiation as 
a function of angle above the plane of the electron orbit 
(the electron orbit was horizontal) for typical operating 
conditions. (See Jackson (1) for formulas.) The widths of 
^he work was done at an electron storage ring located 
at Stoughton, Wisconsin, and operated by the Physical 
Sciences Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin at Madison. 
ELECTRON ORBIT 
FOCUSING MIRROR AND DIFFERENTIAL 
PUMPING CHAMBER 
SAMPLE 
CHAMBER 
MONOCHROMATOR 
Figure 2. Equipment viewed from above 
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Figure 3. Photon flux (arbitrary units) versus angle above 
electron orbit (milliradians) for 2000 angstrom 
synchrotron radiation-from 250 MeV electrons 
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the curves vary with photon wavelength and electron energy. 
This shows that the radiation is reasonably well polarized if 
the entire beam is used, and the polarization can be increased 
if only the central part of the beam is used. 
Figure 4 gives the calculated spectral distribution of 
the photon flux (total for both polarizations) through the 
effective aperture used in this experiment, for three values 
of electron beam energy and typical electron beam current. 
The photon flux is, of course, proportional to the beam cur­
rent . 
The electric field in an rf cavity that enclosed part of 
the electron orbit supplied the power to compensate for the 
energy lost as synchrotron radiation. The frequency of the 
rf power and of the electron orbit was about 31 MHz. The only 
electrons maintained in a stable orbit were those that 
arrived at the rf gap when the voltage was in the proper 
phase, and so the electrons constituting the beam were in a 
bunch rather than evenly distributed around the orbit. Of 
course synchrotron radiation is emitted from a given part of 
the orbit only when the bunch of electrons is there, and so 
the light.was emitted in 31 MHz pulses, each pulse lasting 
about one tenth of the period of the electron orbit. In this 
work, the light detectors operated at 201.5 Hz and averaged 
250 MeV 
200MeV 
150 MeV 
600 1000 1400 
WAVELENGTH (angstroms) 
Figure 4. Wavelength distribution of photon flux through an aperture 
by 2 mm. wide at a distance of 89 cm from the electron orb 
electron current of 1.1 mA, for three different electron 
6 mm high 
Lt, with a: 
lergies 
(jO 
o 
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the 31 MHz variation in the light intensity. 
Theory predicts that the photon frequencies in the syn­
chrotron radiation are harmonics of the 31 MHz frequency 
(Jackson (1)). This 31 MHz difference between adjacent fre-
O 
quency peaks in the light was a factor of 10 smaller than 
the best resolution attainable in this work, and so for all 
practical purposes the spectrum was continuous. 
The electron beam current and the light intensity fol­
lowed roughly an exponential decay, with a half life as great 
as a half hour. A single beam had a useful lifetime of two 
or three hours, depending, of course, on how much light was 
necessary for the particular measurements being performed. 
The electron-beam half life depended mainly on the gas pres­
sure inside the storage ring because scattering of electrons 
from gas atoms was the major cause of the beam decay. Be­
cause of this, great care had to be taken to avoid letting 
gas into the storage ring from the monochromator and other 
equipment. 
The general theory of synchrotron radiation can be found 
in Jackson's book (1), and reviews on the use of synchrotron 
radiation for far ultraviolet measurements are given by 
Haensel and Kunz (42), by Madden jet al. (43), and by Godwin 
(44). For this work, the only essential feature of synchro­
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tron radiation is that it is a smooth and reasonably intense 
o 
spectiTim over the entire wavelength range used (3000 A to 
1000 A). 
An uncoated ellipsoidal Pyrex mirror focused the synchro­
tron radiation onto the monochromator entrance slit. The 
average angle of incidence of the light on the mirror v?as 
about 80°, and the plane of incidence was horizontal; there­
fore, the mirror reflected vertically polarized light better 
than horizontally polarized light and decreased the natural 
horizontal polarization of the light. 
The mirror chamber was also used as a differential pump­
ing chamber to prevent gas flow from the monochromator to the 
storage ring. The mirror chamber could be isolated from the 
storage ring by a high-vacuum valve. On the bottom side of 
the mirror chamber were a 200 liter/sec ion pump and a titan­
ium sublimator. The pressure in the mirror chamber was 
typically low in the 10"^ Torr range. The entire mirror and 
differential pumping chamber assembly was supplied by the 
University of Chicago. 
The monochromator was a stainless steel McPherson model 
225, a one-meter near-normal incidence vacuum monochromator 
with a Bausch and Lomb concave grating. The grating was 
ruled with 1200 lines/mm, had a blaze wavelength of 1200 A, 
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and was coated with aluminum and overcoated with MgF2. 
The. monochromator was fitted with a 400 liter/sec ion 
pump and with a sublimation pump that was used only when 
initially pumping after the monochromator had been open to 
the air . Typically the pressure in the monochromator was 
low in the 10"® Torr range. 
Because of the geometry of the storage ring, it was not 
possible to use the monochromator as it was intended. The 
two slit assemblies had to be interchanged so that the 
entrance slit was on the side of the monochromator intended 
for the exit slit. The grating orientation was not reversed, 
so the blaze direction was backward. This could have caused 
an increase in scattered light intensity and a decrease in 
the intensity of the desired (not scattered) light, but the 
blaze angle was small, 4°8', so these effects should have 
been small. 
After the monochromatic light beam emerged from the exit 
slit of the monochromator, it encountered successively a 
filter, a chopper, a beam splitter, a pair of polarizers, an 
aperture to limit the beam size, the sample, and a light 
detector. Figure 5 is a schematic drawing of the sample 
chamber. 
The filters were mounted along a shaft that could be 
FILM THICKNESS MONITOR BEAM SPLITTER 
'CHOPPER 
F FILTERS 
APERTURE 
POLARIZER EXIT SLIT 
SAMPLE 
VACUUM 
PUMP 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER 
Figure 5. Sample chamber, side view 
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moved along its axis, perpendicular to the beam propagation 
direction by a linear motion feedthrough, so that any one of 
several filters could be placed in the beam while the sample 
chamber was evacuated. Three filters and one blank position 
(no filter) were used. 
One filter was a LiF window polished for ultraviolet 
transmission. This was useful for eliminating second- and 
higher-order light. (A grating monochromator transmits light 
of wavelengths = nd(sin + sin 02), n = 1,2,3,''", where 
d is the spacing between the grating rulings, 6i and ©2 are 
the angles of incidence and reflection of the light, and n is 
called the order of the corresponding light. Obviously, only 
one of these wavelengths, usually n = 1, is desired and the 
others must be eliminated with filters.) 
The two other filters were In and Sn. A thin film of 
the metal was evaporated onto microscope slides that had been 
2 dipped into a solution of sugar and Victawet 35B. The metal 
film was then floated off on distilled water and picked up on 
a fine nickel mesh that had an optical transmission of about 
65%. These filters were not useful in eliminating second-
2 Victawet 35B is a wetting agent made by Stauffer Chem­
ical Co., 299 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
order light during reflectivity measurements because t.hey d:u 
not transmit enough light, hut they Mere -useful in detc3:rniii--
ing the aiiiount of higher-order light in the h-sam. 
The light-he.cSi chopper v?as an. electrically driven tunin 
fork operating at 201.5 Hz. The light passed between vanes 
attached to the ends of the tuning fork tines. As the tnnin 
fork vibrated, the vanes moved together and apart with a 
large enough amplitude to completely chop the light beam. 
The chopper unit supplied a 201.5 Ha voltage to trigger syn­
chronous •amplifiers. 
The beam splitter was a plate of stainless steel set at 
an angle so that one surface could be illuminated from the 
monochroinator exit slit and viewed through a vjindow in the 
side of the sample chamber. This surface was coated with 
sodium salicylate. A 1/4-inch hole was drilled through the 
center of the plate with the drill axis along the beam axis. 
The light passing through the hole in the beam splitter went 
on to illuminate the sample. The light striking the beam 
splitter caused the sodium salicylate to fluoresce. An MI 
6256S photornu.ltiplier viewed the fluorescence through the 
previously mentioned window in the side of the sample charabe 
and supplied an electrical signal that would eventually be 
used as a measure of the intensity of the light incident on 
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the sample. This detector and its associated electronics will 
be called the reference channel. 
Each polarizer was essentially a set of four gold mirrors 
arranged so that they had a common plane of reflection and so 
that the light struck each mirror successively with a 60° 
angle of incidence. Polarization was thus achieved by four 
reflections at or near the pseudo-Brewster angle. The mirrors 
were made of gold evaporated onto quartz substrates. The set 
of four was mounted in a stainless steel frame, with springs 
pressing each mirror against three set screws that determined 
the mirror orientation. A discussion of this type of polar­
izer is given by Rosenbaum _et (45), and a similar polar­
izer is described by Hamm al. (46). 
As each mirror was installed in the frame, its orienta­
tion was adjusted to eliminate as much as possible the total 
error in the beam position due to the cumulative effects of 
that mirror and the mirrors previously installed. With care­
ful alignment, the configuration used for the polarizing 
mirrors causes no change in the light beam geometry except 
that the light source (the monochromator exit slit) appears 
to be moved away from the polarizer in the direction parallel 
to the optic axis of the polarizer. 
Either one or two polarizers could be placed in the light 
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beam, each oriented to transmit either vertical or horizontal 
polarization. The polarizers did not transmit enough light 
to allow them to be used during reflectivity or transmission 
measurements; they were used only to measure the polarization 
of the light emerging from the monochromator. 
(Figure 5 shows only one polarizer, oriented to transmit 
horizontally polarized light. The second polarizer would be 
immediately to the right of the one shown.) 
The aperture was simply a 3/8 inch high, 1/8 inch wide 
hole in a stainless steel plate, placed about 3 inches from 
the sample, as close as possible without interfering with the 
movement of the 1P28 photomultiplier. 
The sample holder was a block of stainless steel, sup­
ported by a vertical, threaded shaft screwed into a hole 
tapped in the top of the sample holder. The shaft was rigidly 
connected to a high-vacuum rotating-motion feedthrough, so 
that it could be turned without opening the vacuum chamber. 
The sample holder was free to rotate through 180° as the shaft 
was turned, thus allowing the angle of incidence of the light 
on the sample to be adjusted to any angle. If the shaft con­
tinued to rotate after the sample holder had reached the limit 
of its angular travel in either direction, the sample holder 
moved vertically along the shaft since the shaft and the 
•sample holder were threaded. By this mechanism it was pos­
sible to move the sample in and out of the beam and to adjust 
in one direction the portion of the sampl.e illuminated by the 
beam. The rotating feedthrough that controlled the sample 
motion was fitted with an angular position scale and vernier, 
so that both the sample's displacement along the shaft and its 
orientation relative to the light beam could be set accurately. 
In the sample holder there was a small set screw with a Teflon 
pad that pressed against the shaft that supported the sample 
holder to eliminate any wobbling on the sample holder on the 
shaft and to provide enough friction so that the sample holder 
would not rotate on the shaft until it was firmly pressed 
against either of the angular motion stops. (The sample 
holder was designed to be used also with the supporting shaft 
horizontal; therefore it was necessary to provide enough fric­
tion to resist torque due to the weight of the unsymmetric 
sample holder.) A spring clip held the sample by one edge. 
The sample holder was divided into two parts, one of which 
could be moved relative to the other in the direction perpen­
dicular to the sample face to compensate for different sample 
thickness and insure that the axis of rotation of the sample 
was in the plane of the sample surface. 
An RCA 1P28 photomultiplier with the front of its glass 
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envelope coated with about 1 mg/cm^ of sodium salicylate, as 
recommended by Knapp (47), was used to detect the light re­
flected from the sample. The base of the tube was removed, 
and the wires coming through the glass were extended to a 12-
conductor electrical feedthrough to the resistor chain outside 
the vacuum chamber. The photomultiplier was attached to a 
rotary motion feedthrough so that it moved in a half circle 
around the sample and could detect light reflected from the 
sample at any angle or transmitted through the sample. 
Low-noise metal film resistors were used for the photo-
multiplier resistor chains. 
The voltage across the load resistor was fed to a syn­
chronous detector for each channel, and the two detector out­
puts were connected to a dual pen recorder. 
As previously mentioned, the sample could be raised out 
of the light beam. In this position, it was exposed to an 
evaporation source and was next to a quartz crystal film-
thickness monitor. Thus, any desired thickness of silver 
chloride could be evaporated onto the substrate without remov­
ing it from the sample chamber. 
The film thickness monitor was a commercial quartz crys­
tal oscillator type, made by Sloan Instruments Corp. It was 
calibrated for this particular work by weighing one of the 
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quartz crystals before and after evaporating a thick film of 
silver chloride onto it. 
The evaporation source was a horizontal tube of 3-mil 
molybdenum with a slit along the side facing the sample and 
film thickness monitor. The evaporation source was heated by 
passing an electric current through it. 
The sample chamber was pumped with a titanium sublimator 
and a 25 liter/sec ion pump. The sublimator was never used 
while data were being taken because, even with light baffles 
between the pump and photomultipliers, light from the sublima­
tor was detected by the photomultipliers. No such effect 
could be observed from the ion pump discharge at low pressures. 
The sample chamber pressure was usually low in the 10~^ torr 
range. 
The sample chamber, monochromator, and mirror chamber 
were connected with flexible bellows so that the monochromator 
and sample chamber could be moved independently. 
The first measurements were to determine the polarization 
of the light beam. The sample chamber had to be opened to thé 
atmosphere to install or rotate a polarizer, and the sample 
chamber took at least twelve hours to pump down to an accept­
able pressure after exposure to the atmosphere. Therefore the 
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polarization measurements, requiring three different settings 
of the polarizers, took three days. 
The first measurement was with the polarizers crossed. 
This configuration did not transmit a measurable amount of 
o 
light except for wavelengths longer than about 2800 A, and 
then the transmitted intensity was very small compared with 
the transmission of two parallel polarizers for either orien­
tation. Measurements were then made with both polarizers 
horizontal and with both polarizers vertical. 
These measurements indicated that about 64% of the total 
light intensity was vertically polarized. In later work done 
with this equipment, work in which a high degree of horizontal 
polarization was important, a different portion of the light 
beam was used, and the light was polarized much more in the 
horizontal direction. This indicates that the original high 
vertical polarization was partly because the light used was 
not in the plane of the electron orbit (see Figure 3) and 
partly because the ellipsoidal mirror reflected vertically 
polarized light better than horizontally polarized light, as 
mentioned previously. 
After the polarization measurements were completed, the 
polarizers were removed from the sample chamber, and a sub­
strate was installed. The substrate consisted of a rectangular 
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sheet of AgCl, about 1 ram thick by 20 ram by 17 mm. Close to 
one end. was a 13 ram square hole with a thin plastic membrane 
stretched over it. 
The plastic membrane was made by dipping a microscope 
slide in a solution of about 6.25 rag/ml of Lucite and 2 mg/ral 
of Formvar 15/95E dissolved in dichloroethane. After the 
plastic solution dried on the glass, a razor blade was used 
to cut out a section of the plastic film of suitable size and 
shape. Then the microscope slide was gradually immersed in 
distilled water, one end first, with the slide forming an 
angle of about 40° with the surface of the water. As the 
slide was immersed, the section of plastic film that had been 
cut loose from the rest of the plastic floated free. The 
silver chloride plate with the hole was then moved under the 
plastic film and raised, also at a 40° angle, so that, as the 
silver chloride emerged from the water, the plastic covered 
the hole in the silver chloride plate. This type of substrate 
was used by Bachrach and Brown (6). 
This plastic constituted a smooth, transparent substrate 
that had the thermal expansion coefficient of silver chloride 
since the plastic would stretch with the silver chloride 
frame. Thus a silver chloride film evaporated on the plastic 
would have no thermal strain due to differential contraction 
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-of the film and the substrate when the sample cooled after 
the film was deposited on the substrate. 
After the substrate was installedj the evaporation source 
loaded with granular silver chloride, and the film thickness 
monitor fitted with a clean quartz crystal, the sample chamber 
was evacuated and the system was ready for taking data. 
o 
The various spectra were scanned at 50 A per minute. The 
widths of both entrance and exit slits were set to 400^, cor-
o 
responding to a band pass of less than 7 A. The time con­
stants of the synchronous detectors were set to 3 seconds or 
7 seconds or, rarely, 10 seconds, depending on the strength of 
the signal and the resulting signal-noise ratio. The peak to 
peak noise observed on the strip chart was rarely as high as 
5% of full scale, and was often less than 1%. 
The outputs of both channels, reference (incident light) 
and sample, were simultaneously recorded on a dual pen chart 
recorder. With no sample, the spectral responses of the two 
channels were very different, so that structure in reflectiv­
ity or transmission curves was not immediately obvious. 
The difference in the spectral responses was probably 
mostly because the conversion from ultraviolet to visible 
light was different for the two channels. For the reference 
channel, the sodium salicylate phosphor was on an opaque 
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-stainless steel surface and the visible light was viewed from 
the front of the phosphor and through a. glass window. For the 
sample channel, the phosphor was on the glass photomultiplier 
envelope and the visible light was viewed from the back of the 
...phosphor layer. Further, the phosphor layers were of differ­
ent thickness and different.ages. 
Another contributing factor was probably that the two 
channels took light from different parts of the beam cross 
section. As mentioned previously, the angular spread of the 
light beam above and below the plane of the electron orbit is 
different for different wavelengths, and that the two channels 
received light from different vertical angles could cause a 
difference in the spectra. 
The photomultiplier supply voltages were 900 for 1P28 and 
1600 for the 62568. The synchronous detectors' sensitivities 
were set at 3 mV. The only adjustments made in the electron­
ics during the data-taking sequence were in the synchronous 
detector time constants and the photomultiplier load resistors. 
If the gain controls of the synchronous detectors were 
switched, the corresponding base lines would shift consider­
ably, sometimes as much as 20% of full scale, probably because 
of stray signal in the amplifiers. When the different values 
of load resistance were used as gain controls, the base lines 
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shifted very little, seldom as much as VL. For this reason, a 
set of photoimiltiplier load resistors ranging from 330 ohms to 
10 megohms in roughly half-decade steps were mounted on a 
rotary switch and used as a gain control for each channel. 
The relative gains for the various load resistors were deter­
mined by measuring the signal outputs for different load 
resistors with a constant light intensity. 
An event marker on the chart recorder was connected to 
the monochromator wavelength drive so that there was a pip 
o 
every 5 A. At the beginning of each scan, all the control 
settings were recorded. As the scan progressed and the gain 
or time constant settings were changed, these changes were re­
corded On the chart. At the end of each scan, the base line 
for each channel was run for a short time (a minute or less, 
depending on the noise level) at each of the gain and time 
constant settings used in the scan of the spectrum. A few 
trials showed that the base line for a given combination of 
settings was quite stable in time, with any long-time (half an 
hour) variations being within the noise level observed in a 
short run. 
To set the position of the sample and detector for reflec­
tivity measurements, the detector was set to the desired angle 
and the sample orientation was adjusted to give maximum signal. 
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•For transmission measurements, the detector was then moved 
behind the sample and its position adjusted to give maximum 
signal. 
The spectrum was scanned first with no sample (this is 
referred to later as the Iq scan) and then with the substrate 
at several angles of incidence for both transmission and 
reflectivity measurements. Then preparations were made to 
evaporate silver chloride onto the substrate. 
*. .— - • - • -
About half an hour before the evaporation, the film 
thickness monitor electronics and cooling water were turned 
on to allow time for stabilization, since the quartz crystal 
oscillator was quite temperature sensitive. The 1P28 photo-
multiplier was moved behind a shield which prevented deposi­
tion of silver chloride on it. The two chart recorder chan­
nels were connected to the film thickness monitor and the 
pressure gauge of the ion pump on the sample chamber. 
Before the sample was moved out of the light beam and 
into the position where it was exposed to the evaporation 
source, the evaporation source was outgassed by heating it 
enough to produce an evaporation rate higher than that which 
would' be used in making the sample. During the outgassing 
procedure, the pressure in the sample chamber rose to about 
10~^ Torr and then started to decrease. At that time the 
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evaporation source power was shut off and. the pressure gradu­
ally dropped to about 4x10"^ Torr. Then the sample was raised 
into position and a layer of silver chloride was evaporated 
onto it. The pressure during the evaporation stayed below 
8x10 ^ Torr. 
After the evaporation, the film thickness monitor was 
observed for a few minutes to be sure it was stable before 
the final reading was taken. Then the sample was moved back 
into the light path, the recorder was connected to the syn­
chronous detectors, and the reflection and transmission 
measurements were made for the silver chloride sample. 
For reflection measurements, the LiF filter was used to 
eliminate second- and higher-order light. For transmission 
measurements no filter was used because the plastic substrate 
acted as a filter to block light with wavelength less than 
o 
about 1500 A. Separate IQ scans were made with and without 
the LiF filter and the appropriate one used with each reflec­
tion-transmission calculation. 
In the lo scan with the LiF filter, the signal did not 
drop to zero as the wavelength became shorter than the LiF 
o 
absorption edge wavelength (about 1050 A), but dropped to a 
small value and then increased roughly exponentially as the 
wavelength approached zero. This signal for wavelengths 
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o 
less than 1050 A was attributed to scattered light. If ex­
trapolated as a Ronincreasing function for longer wavelengths, 
the scattered light was negligible compared with the total 
observed signal for all wavelengths greater than about 1700 A 
where the signal increased strongly with increasing wave­
lengths, perhaps because of the increased.reflectivity of the 
grating. 
The scattered light certainly originated as synchrotron 
radiation since there was no other known light source in the 
system and no known light leak into the system. 
The signal due to scattered light is then of the form 
scat (X) = J'j synch (A ' )  S(A,,^') D(A.')Ô X' , (35) 
where X is the wavelength setting of the monochromator, 
scat (X) is the signal due to scattered light, 
J is the electron beam current, 
synch is a function describing the spectrum of syn­
chrotron radiation admitted into the optical 
system, as in Figure 4, 
D(X*) is a function describing the response of the 
- detector to light at wavelength X', and 
S(X,X*) is a function describing how much light of 
- wavelength X' is scattered into the detectable 
light beam for a monochromator wavelength set­
ting X. 
The function D is different for the two channels (refer­
ence and sample), and D for the sample channel changes with 
. 5 0  
the sample and geometry. .That is, D for -the sample channel 
includes a factor describing the reflectivity or transrnissiv-
ity of the sample. Thus, D for the sample channel will be 
different for different scans, but D for the reference channel 
will be the same for every scan. 
If the wavelength distribution of the scattered light 
does not depend on the wavelength setting of the monochromâtor, 
the function can be replaced by a product of two other 
functions, say f(&) g(\'). Then 
scat (X) = J f(X) J'synch(X') g(X') D(X')dX' 
= J f(X)C , (36) 
where C is a constant for any given scan, and for the refer­
ence channel, C is the same for every scan. Thus, if the 
assumption S(X,X') = f(X) g(X') is valid, the function giving 
the scattered light in terms of the raonochromator wavelength 
setting should always have the same form. This was the 
observed situation for a few scans with different sample con­
figurations . 
The direct (not scattered) light signal can be described 
similarly: 
direct (X) = J synch (X) R(X) D(X) (37) 
where J, synch, and D are the same as before, 
direct (X)is the part of the signal due to unscattered light, 
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and 
R(X) is a function giving the "transmissivity" of the rnono-
chromator, or the efficiency of the grating. 
The observed signal output of the detector is 
signal (X) = direct (X) + scat (X) , (38) 
and the reflectivity for a given sample configuration is 
fsam signal (X) - s am scat(X) 1  ref signal(X) - ref scat(X) J sample, scan 
(39) 
. fsam signal (X) - s am scat(X) 
' I  [ref signal(X) - ref scat(X) 
as is readily verified by using Equation 38: 
fsam direct(X) + sam scat(X) - sam scat(X) : 
for Iq scan ' 
[ref direct (X) 4- ref scat(X) - ref scat(X) sample scan 
T similar term for Iq scan 
J2^ synch(X) R(%) D^(X) 
synch(X) R(X) Dj-gjr(X) 
k 1 
JoSynch(X) R(X) DO(X) 
" (40) 
JoSynch(X) R(X) Dref(%% .. 
where 3i is the electron beam current during the sample scan, 
JQ is the electron beam current during the IQ scan, 
Dj-ef is the response function for the reference channel, 
which is the same for every scan, 
Dq is the response function for the sample channel with 
no sample in the beam, as in the IQ scan, 
is the response function for the sample channel with 
the sample in the beam. 
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Obviously, Dx(X) = DqC^) x reflectivity of sample, and 
the preceding expression does, in fact, reduce to the reflec­
tivity . 
It is not necessary to make a scattered light correction 
in the reference signal. This can be seen by rewriting 
formula 35 as 
^sam signal(?0 - s am scat(X)| 
|sam signal(X) - s am scat(x)] 
reflectivity = -7 ,_,sas!Ele_soaji 
IQ scan 
jref signal(X) - ref scat(X)j 
- .sample scan 
|ref signal(?0 - ref scat(X)]j Q scan 
= first factor f 
^ref direct(X) + ref scat(\) -ref scat scan 
^ref direct(X) + ref scat(X) -ref scat(X)} IQ scan 
1% synch(X) R(X) 
first factor 7 77- 7— 
ÏQ synch(X) R(X) \gf(X) 
II 
first factor f — 
^o 
I^(synch(X)R(X)D^g£(X)+f (X)C^^P 
first factor i 
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{ref slgnal(X), 
- first factor -;• :% . 
[rof slgoal(k); 
,, •' 3„sc£n (41) 
This is simply because the referen.ce signal is essen ­
tially a B-isastrre of the incirleiit light intensity audi depends 
on oi).ly One none on s tant factor ^ the electron bea% current ^ fo: 
a given mnnochro^ator wavelength setting. 
To account for the scattered light for wavelengths 
o o 
between 1050 A and 1700 the observed scattered light in 
the IriF filter curve was fitted with a quadratic function 
o 
for wavelengths just less than 1050 A. A low degree poly­
nomial was judged adequate for the function because the scat­
tered light had lost its exponential character and had become 
o 
nearly linear for wavelengths as long as 1050 A. The final 
form of the scattered light function was 
scattered light = A x f(X); (42) 
where f(%) = 583.1 r :2%, + .000025%^ (43) 
% is in angstroms, and A represents a constant to be deter­
mined separately for each scan. Each scan was started at a 
wavelength shorter than the cutoff of the filter, and the 
scattered light observed there was used to determine the 
constant A in the scattered light function by 
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A _ observed scattered light at X ///\ A , (44) 
where X was any arbitrarily chosen wavelength shorter than the 
filter cutoff wavelength. 
Then the reflectivity (or transmissivity) of the sample 
in a given scan was determined by 
Csam(X,n) -sam base line(n)jx s am gain(n) ~Axf (A) 
R(X) - for 
sample 
scan 
[ref (X,n')-ref base linè(n')]x ref gain(n') 
f[sam(X,n)-sam base (n)]x sam gain(n)-Axf(X) 1  (45) rref(X,n*)-ref base line (n')jx réf"gain(n')j 
scan 
where X is the wavelength in question; n and n' are indexes 
that specify the gain settings of the sample and reference 
channels, respectively; sam(X,n) and ref(X,n') are the outputs 
of the two detectors as recorded on the chart for wavelength 
X and gain settings n and n*; sam base line (n) is the base 
line recorded at the end of the scan for the sample channel 
with gain setting n (similar for ref base line (n')); and sam 
gain (n) is the measured gain for gain setting n for the 
sample channel (similar for ref gain (n*)). 
The proper base line subtraction and gain multiplication 
for the scattered light term were already done in calculating 
the value of A to be used in this formula. 
The appropriate numbers \^ere read from the paper chart 
and. punched on computer cards. A computer program \?2s written 
to calculate the reflectivity or traasnd.ssivity for each scan 
and to use these number;: to calculate the optical constants. 
Independent measiirei'nents v?ere ^ade \?ith a Gary 14 cpec-
trophctometer fitted with G Ian priy-r.s to give p-polari%ed 
light. In addition to a plastic snbstrate like those previ­
ously described) quartz and sapphire substrates v^ere used for 
these measurements. All measurements were made at both room 
temperature and at liquid nitrogen temperature» Transmission 
v?aa measured at several angles of incidence, ranging from 1,5^ 
to 79.5°. The spectrophotometer recorded the optical density, 
which is given by 
optical density ~ -log;!q(t3:ansïiiission.) . 
The silver chloride films were prepared by evaporation 
at pressures below 10"'^ torr. For the quartz and sapphire 
substrates, the evaporations were made in 3 or 4 seconds. Be­
cause the plastic substrate was very fragile and easily dam­
aged by heat3 however, that evaporation was made very slowly 
and took several minutes. 
After silver chloride was evaporated onto the substrate, 
each sample was removed from the evaporator and placed in a 
cryostat; thus, the samples were exposed to air but not to 
damaging light. 
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RESULTS 
The data taken with the storage ring source hed several 
undesirable features. The transniissivlty and reflectivity 
curves did not show a 3.ongitv.dlnal esclton peak at large 
angles of incidence for two reasons; a) thin filo interfer­
ence in the substrate caused these curves to have a lot of 
structure that would obscure a presumably weal: peak due to 
the longitudinal exciton absorption, and b) the exciton absorp­
tion peak does not shov? up very v?ell at room temperature. 
The optical constants' calculated from these reflectivity 
and transmissivity data did not show the expected longitudinal 
exciton peak in the graph of In(l/&) and did not sho% a well-
defined transverse exciton peak in the graph of &2' This 
might also be because the exciton absorption peak is broad 
and weak at room temperature. 
For energies higher than 7 eV, the several sets of opti­
cal constants calculated from different combinations of 
transmissivity and reflectivity data were very erratic and 
were immediately declared useless. For lower energies, the 
curves all showed the satne general structure but had differ­
ent magnitudes. For example, the value of ej at 4.25 eV 
varied from less than 4 to more than 6. 
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The optical constants also did not appear to satisfy the 
Krsmers--Kronig relations, and eg and k did not drop as loa as 
they should have for low energies (near 4 eV). 
One set of optical constants is shown in Figures 6 
through 9. The peaks in @2 energies 4.4 eV, 4.5 eV, 5 eV, 
5.5 eV, and 6.6 eV occurred in all the 62 curves, but with 
varying strengths. 
Because the data apparently are not reliable, no inter­
pretation of these peaks will be attempted. 
The only plausible explanation for the poor results from 
the data taken with the storage ring light source is mechan­
ical instability of the equipment or instability in the posi­
tion of the electron beam. At the end of the data taking 
process, it was observed that moving an angle-iron cryostat 
stand to within a few feet of the storage ring caused a change 
of several percent in the light detector output. 
Later workers at the storage ring reported that the 
equipment apparently moved slightly. The cement floor sup­
porting the storage ring is separate from the rest of the 
floor (which supported the monochromator and other equipment), 
and there was usually considerable vibration throughout the 
room. This could account for movement of even large, heavy 
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Figure 6. Index of refraction calculated from storage ring data 
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apparatus. There could easily bavz been disturbanee3 to the 
magnetic field as great as the one that cauKCd the observed 
change in the light detector output, These difficulties, if 
they are real, ruight be overcome, or e.t least monitored so the 
esperirsenter knoivfl when to expect poor résulte. 
The data tf-hen on the Gary spectrophotometer gcve differ­
ent results for different substrates. The results of the liquid 
nitrogen tevr:perature measurements are eummari^ed in Table 1, 
The energy of the transverse mode is the energy at which 
the exciton band absorption peak occurs for normal incidence 
of the light on the silver chloride film. 
The energy of the longitudinal mode is found by a method 
essentially the same as that used by Ejiri (30): The optical 
density at near-normal incidence is subtracted from the 
optical density at large angles of incidence, and the position 
of the maximum in the resulting curve is interpreted as the 
longitudinal mode energy. 
The oscillato/%2trength quoted in Table 1 is calculated 
from the transverse and longitudinal mode energies by using 
Equation 34. An oscillator strength could not be calculated 
for the films on the sapphire substrate because there was no 
observable longitudinal mode peak. 
The vjidth of th,e absorption band is measured from a 
Table 1. SuTmnary of the liquid nitrogen temperature (78^ K) measurements 
Substrate 
Energy 
transverse 
mode 
jinergy 
longitudinal Oscillator 
moc strengtn 
Width 
GKciton 
absorption 
band 
Maximum 
absorption 
coefficient 
exciton 
band 
Plastic V 5.13 eV 
Quartz ' 5.08 eV 
Sapphire 5.07 ev 
5.30 eV 
5.30 eV 
none 
observed 
0.027 
0.035 
none 
calculated 
n 1 q 
0.16 eV 
0.19 
5 -
5.1 % 10 cm 
7,0 10"cm 
6_& V in- cm 
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graph of absorption coefficient versus energy for near-normal 
incidence. The width is measured at the height mid^ey between 
the Kiarsiiiitisi of the curve and the minimum that occurs on the 
high energy side of the peak. 
The maxiram value of the absorption coefficient is g in; ply 
the largest value of the near-normal incidence absorption 
coefficient measured in the exciton absorption band^ in the 
neighborhood of 5.1 eV. 
The absorption coefficient curves were obtained from the 
optical density measurements by two different methods. For 
the quarts and sapphire substrates, two different thicknesses 
of silver chloride were used on each substrate. This allows 
a direct calculation of the absorption coefficient, in which 
the difference in the optical densities is divided by the 
difference in thickness for the two different films of silver 
chloride on each substrate. 
A second method of obtaining absorption coefficients 
from optical densities was used for samples on all three sub­
strates. In this method, the optical density of the substrate 
is measured separately and is subtracted from the optical 
density of the substrate-silver chloride combination. It is 
also necessary to make a correction to account for the differ­
ence in reflection losses of the substrate and the substrate-
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silver chloride sample,^ The data published by White and 
Straley . (5) were used to calculate the. size of the reflection 
correction term. This terra is small compared with the optica! 
density of the seoiple, and small errors in the values u&ed fo: 
the reflectivity will cause smaller errors in the calculated 
absorption coefficient. 
. The results of the room temperature measiircsnento are not 
given in Table 1 because they contain little information. 
Figure 10 shows the measured room teiaperature transmission of 
the silver chloride film on a plastic substrate. There is 
obviously a dip just below 3 eV, but it is not well defined 
enough to allow even an accurate determination of the frequen 
cy of the absorption band. Absorption coefficients at rocoR 
temperature will be discussed later. 
The nitrogen temperature results listed in Table 1 show 
discrepancies resulting from two factors. The maximum absorp 
tion coefficient for the sample on the plastic substrate is 
much lower than those for samples on the quartz and sapphire 
substrates. This is attributed to an incorrect determination 
of the thickness of the silver chloride film on the plastic 
substrate. This thickness was measured with a film thickness 
monitor during the silver chloride evaporation. The evapora­
tion was made very slowly to prevent damage to the fragile 
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Figure 10. Transmission of silver chloride on plastic at 18 
angle of incidence and'at room temperature vs. 
photon energy 
o 
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plastic Rnbscratc^ a.nd .tlie film thicknccs nionitor vas slightly 
iznstabls \vith cccasioaal sniall in tlie thickness leading,. 
A%)psreïitly the. film thickness monitor was less stable than 
had been realised, and during the several Minutes reqiiircd for 
the evaporation the film thickness monitor accranalated a la?:ge 
error. The evaporations onto the quartz and sapphire sub' 
strates lasted only a fev: seconds, and the film thickness 
monitor was very stable both before avid after these evapora­
tions; therefore 5 the determiuatioris of thickuess of the silver 
chloride fihus en quart % and sapphire substrates are consi.dered 
quite reliable. 
The second factor causing discrepancies is strains in the 
silver chloride films on quartz and sapphire substrates. 
These samples exhibit the following effects of strain: 
1. The transverse mode exciton absorption band is 
shifted to lower energy and broadened. .... 
2. The longitudinal mode exciton absorption band is 
weak in the samples on the quartz substrate and can­
not be seen at all in the samples on the sapphire 
substrate. • . 
The linear strain of the sample on the fused quartz sub­
strate is estimated to have a maximum value of 0.02. This 
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assuiTies perfect adhesion of the silver chloride to the quart % 
^ . Q O 
over a temperature range from 800' K to 78 I(. The deforma­
tion potential determined by Brothers and Lynch (37) gives 
an ezeiton absorption band energy shift of -0.06 eV corre­
sponding to this strain. The observed energy shift ID -0.05 
eVj which is within the maxi/muin expected energy shift. The 
strain almost certainly is not uniform throughout the silver 
chloride film, and the inhorcogeneity in the strain produces 
broadening of the absorption band. 
The sapphire substrate should produce strains almost as 
large as does the quarts substrate, and since sapphire is not 
isotropic J more inhomogeneity in the strain might be expected. 
This expectation is confirmed by the greater broadening of 
the longitudinal mode absorption band in the samples on the 
sapphire substrate. 
Since strains in the sample should not affect the area 
under the absorption band, broadening of the band should be 
accompanied by lowering absorption band. This effect is at 
least qualitatively borne out in a comparison of the results 
for quarts and sapphire substrates; the sapphire substrate 
causes the exciton absorption band to be broader and lower 
than that for the quartz substrate. 
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Thus it is conclude^ that the samples on the quartz and 
sapphire substrates were strained and that therefore the 
energies of the transverse and longitudinal modes and the 
oscillator strength determined for the samples are not reli­
able. The oscillator strength obtained for the sample on the 
plastic substrate is viewed with confidence. The absorption 
coefficient obtained for the sample on the plastic substrate 
is presumed wrong, and the absorption coefficient obtained 
for the sample on the quartz substrate is considered accurate 
except for some possible lowering of the peak due to strain 
of the sample. 
Figure 11 shows the optical densities recorded for the 
silver chloride on plastic, for several angles of incidence, 
o 
at 78 K, The position of the peak in the near-normal inci­
dence curves indicates that the transverse mode energy is 
5.13 eV. Figure 12 shows the difference between the optical 
density at each other angle of incidence and the optical den­
sity at 1.5° angle of incidence. The maximum in the large 
angle of incidence curves in Figure 12 indicates that the lon­
gitudinal mode energy is 5.30 eV. These two energies can be 
used in Equation 34 to calculate the oscillator strength of the 
first direct exciton absorption band in silver chloride; the 
result is 0.027 per molecule. 
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Figure 11. Optical density of silver chloride on plastic at 
liquid nitrogen temperature at several angles of 
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angle of incidence vs. photon energy 
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Figures 13 and 14 show absorption coefficient curves 
obtained in this work and also similar curves obtained by 
some other researchers. 
As mentioned before, the curves obtained for the sample 
on the plastic substrate are not considered accurate in mag­
nitude for either the room temperature or the nitrogen tem­
perature measurements and are only shown to indicate the 
shape of the curves. The curves for the samples on sapphire 
substrates are not shown because they are considered more 
distorted than those for the samples on the quartz substrate. 
The results obtained for the samples on the quartz substrate 
are in reasonable agreement with those of Okamoto (33); his , 
low temperature work was done at 90° K, and his peak should 
therefore be slightly lower than the peak in this work, 
measured at 78° K. Okamoto*s peak is at the same energy as 
that observed in this work, which would be expected because 
his samples were also made on quartz substrates. His peak is 
sharper, indicating a more uniform strain. This is because 
his samples were made between two quartz plates, and both 
of the surfaces of the silver chloride film were strained. 
Tutihasi (34) assumed the reflection losses of his silver 
chloride on quartz sample to be 20%. This is somewhat smaller 
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Figure 13. Room temperature absorption coefficient of silver 
chloride J as measured by several researchers: 
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than the reflection loss indicated by the results of White 
and Straley (5) or by the results of Hartman and Merrill (36); 
these indicate that the reflection loss in the region of the 
exciton absorption peak should be about 35%. This would make 
Tutihasi's' absorption coefficients even smaller and increase 
the already large discrepancy between his values and those 
obtained in this work. The reason for this discrepancy is 
not known. 
Details of Milliman's work (see (34)) are not published 
and no reasons can be given for the discrepancies between his 
results and those obtained in this work. 
The absorption coefficients obtained by White and 
Straley (5) are somewhat higher than those measured in this 
work. This might be caused by small errors in the measure­
ment of the reflectivity which could be magnified in the 
Kramers-Kronig analysis. Another small contribution could be 
errors caused by the form of extrapolation White and Straley 
used for the reflectivity at high energies. 
Equation 16 can be used to give an independent estimate 
of the oscillator strength. In this case, the estimate may 
not be very accurate because the exciton absorption band is 
not separated from other absorption bands. This makes it 
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impossible to know how much of the area under the absorption 
coefficient curve is due to the exciton absorption. Esti­
mates of the proper areas give oscillator strengths of 0.10 
per molecule and 0.24 per molecule for the samples on plastic 
and quartz substrates, respectively, at 78° K. The accuracy 
of these numbers depends of course on the accuracy of the 
absorption coefficient values, and thus the value of 0.24 is 
considered meaningful and the value of 0.10 is not. 
Ejiri (30) measured the energies of the transverse and 
longitudinal modes of the first direct exciton in potassium . 
chloride. By using his values of 7.68 eV and 7.95 eV in 
Equation 34, an oscillator strength of 0.1 is calculated. 
Tomiki (48) obtained an oscillator strength of 0.65 for this 
band by fitting Lorentzian curves to optical constants 
derived from reflectivity measurements. In this case and in 
the present work, the method of calculating the oscillator 
strength from the energies of the transverse and longitudinal 
•O' 
modes seems to give very low results. Neither the method used 
by Tomiki nor the method of measuring the area under a graph 
of the absorption coefficient can be expected to give enough 
error to account for these discrepancies. Also errors in the 
measurement of the frequencies of the transverse and longi­
tudinal mode energies cannot account for the discrepancies. 
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Apparently, there is some fundamental error in the derivation 
or the application of Equation 34, but it is not known what 
the error is. 
It would be interesting to see whether Equation 34 gives 
consistent results for exciton absorption bands in other alkali 
halides, in which there is not so much interband absorption 
overlapping the exciton absorption band, and also to see 
whether Equation 34 gives consistent results for simple 
hypothetical absorption bands and for optical phonon absorp­
tion bands in the infrared absorption spectra of some simple 
salts. 
The conclusion of this work is that the oscillator 
strength of the first direct exciton in silver chloride is 
about 0.24 per molecule, that the method of calculating 
oscillator strengths from the energies of transverse and lon­
gitudinal modes needs further study, and that the oscillator 
strength value of 0.027 determined by this method is not 
correct. The question of whether there are higher energy 
excitons is not resolved; perhaps the difficulties in using 
the electron storage ring as a light source can be eliminated 
and higher energy measurements will be feasible. 
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APPEin)IX r 
Reflectivity and Transridssivity of Single and Double Films 
The transuiisEiion and reflection of -light by a film or by 
several films is raore easily discussed in terras of the ampli­
tude of the light wave (the electric field magnitude) than in 
terms of the intensity of the light. 
The reflection and transmission amplitudes (ratios of the 
amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted ray to the ampli­
tude of the incident ray) for a single film in a vacuum are 
and 
(l-rj )exp(:lC' -j) 
l-ri2exp(2iOi) 
and for a double filrTj in a vacuum are 
ri-h:2exp (2iO ] ) r^^exp (2iô %!-2iC 2) (216 2) 
R r= : — 
1-1- rir2exp (21» 1) -I- r^ r^ e^xp (216 j-!-2ifi 2)+ (21G 2) 
and 
tit2t3exp(iô l'I-iô 2) 
T : — : 
1-K r] r^exp (215 ^) 4- r^r^exp (216 ^+216 2) r2rgexp (210 2) 
In these expressions 
2nd. 
S ^ ir'' ^ ' 
where X is the light wavelength in a vacuum, dj is the thick-
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néss of the j-th film, and 
a-, ~ /Sjî-sin^G , 
J // J ' 
where ej is the complex dielectric constant of the substance 
comprising the j-th film and 6 is the angle of incidence of 
the light upon the front of the film system (in a vacuum). 
The quantities rj and tj are familiar Fresnel coeffi­
cients that give the amplitudes of the reflected and trans­
mitted rays at an interface between two media. These quanti­
ties are different for s- and p-polarized light (the electric 
field vector perpendicular to or lying in the plane of inci­
dence) and so, of course, are the values of the expressions 
for R and T. In a situation involving light of both polariza­
tions, each polarization must be considered separately. The 
total intensity reflectivity is then the sum of the intensity 
reflectivities for each polarization, weighted by the frac­
tion of the incident intensity composed of each polarization. 
The Fresnel coefficients for p-polarized light are 
and 
2njnj_ 
J ®j-i^j + y^j-1 
and for s-polarized light are 
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aj_i aj 
where la the complex refractive index of the v-tu 
.) FV J ^ 
medium) snd the coefficients r-j and tj describe reflection 
and transmission of a ray at the interface between the j-1 
medium and the j medium. (For these films in vacianïn^ the 
zero- th medium is the vacuiia from vhich the light is incident 
on the fiIms.) 
If an absorbing medium is involved^ n, G, r, tj R, and T 
are all complex quantities. The phases of the complex quanti­
ties R and Ï specify the phases of the reflected and trans­
mitted light beams relative to the phase of the incident beam, 
but these phases are not of interest here. The quantities of 
interest are the intensities of the reflected and transmitted 
beams relative to the intensity of the incident beam. These 
ratios are given by the squares of the absolute values of R 
and T, 
Transverse and Longitudinal Modes in Thin Films 
It is quite easy to obtain a simple approximation for the 
quantity 1 - (one minus the intensity transmissivity) for 
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p-poXarlaad light incident on a thin filiïi. Tbia expression 
shows clearly the association of peaks in eg and in. Imfl/oc 
with transverse and longitudinal modes (respectively) of a 
ligli.u-absorbing transition in the thin film material. 
In the approximation, it is assumed that o ^ proportion 
to the filiu thickness divided by the light wavolcng,th, is 
sniall enough so that terme involving 0 can be ignored. 
Writing r for r-^ . and S for 6^, 
^ ^1-r^) (B-iGl 
1-r" •" r^2iô 
1 ivi 
n 
' l-r2" 
2 
l-r^ . 
2r2 
= 1 + 16 + 14 
l-r2 
l-Fr^ 
= 14 iô . 
l-r2 
1 - }t1^ - 1 T*T, where T'' denotes the complex conjugate 
of Ï, 
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l+T^ * 
= 1 - (1 + iô. -is-) (1 + iC ) 
1-r^ _ 1-r^ -
1 - 1 - 16 16 i±ï£ 
1-r^ l-r^ 
I'f'ir % 
" -2Re(i6 —-—^), where Re(x) denotes the real part 
1-r of X, 
1+r^ 
= 2Im(& —-—-) , where Irn(x) denoted the imaginary 
- part of X. 
2rrdi 
5 = 6 1 = -y- a 1, 
Go = 1, 
and Eq = J~ sin^ô' - cos 6 . 
Let e = ex, the dielectric constant of the film material, 
and a = ai = J Q - sin^0*. Then 
o 
2 _ (a - e cos6) 
(a + e cos8)2 ' 
1 + r^ _ 2(a2 + e^cos^S) 
r » 
1 - r^ 4a e cos© 
and 6 % + = ^ rrd ^  a^ + e^cos^B 
1 - r2 X 2aecos0 
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= —nâ— (1 - Male + e cos^e). 
X cosG - e 
1 _ T"T = xm(l - 4- e cos^G 
\ cos8 G 
= (eocos^S - Inii(l/e)s:ln^G) . 
A COS0 
Obviously the term involving @2 dominates for near normal 
incidenceJ and the term involving Irfl(l/e) dominates for large 
angles of incidence. Light can couple directly only to trans­
verse excitations in the medium because light is a transverse 
wave. However, when p-polarized light is incident at large 
angles of incidence, there is a component of the electric 
field perpendicular to the film's surfaces. This field 
induces charges on the surfaces, which in turn create longi­
tudinal excitations in the film. Hence, a peak in the graph 
of Im(l/e) is interpreted as absorption of light by the 
longitudinal mode of some transition in the film, and a peak 
in the @2 curve is associated with excitation of a transverse 
mode. 
